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Nine Things We Learned from Voice Week 2019 
 

 
1. Timetabling causes stress and unnecessary trouble for 

Westminster students. 
o 13% of respondents mentioned timetabling as an issue they would change.  
o Too long gaps between lectures make it difficult for students to commute and 

study as they might have to wait several hours between classes, with limited space 
available on campus to study or meet friends. 

o Too full days cause issues for students across the University as it can make it 
difficult to find time to study or even eat lunch between classes.  

 
 

2. More spaces for both social activities and studying are urgently 
needed across campuses. 
o 11% of respondents told us there are not enough social spaces on campus, and 

6% said there is not enough space for silent or group study, either.  
 
 

3. Students want lecture capture to be implemented across the 
University. 
o 2% of respondents requested lecture capture to be used for all lectures. 
 

4. Students dislike the bunching of exams and assignments and 
request clearer instructions and considerate deadlines. 
o 3% of students discussed coursework or exams in their comments. 
o Regarding assignments, respondents asked for better instructions, that deadlines 

would have a minimum break between them, and that first-year students are 
clearly told clearly what is expected of them with their first assignments. 

o For exams, earlier exam times (prior to 6 pm) and help with preparation were 
commonly requested. 

 
 

5. The University buildings need to be fully accessible and 
appropriately temperature-controlled.  
o Key accessibility issues mentioned were the University entrances and lifts. 
o 4% of respondents mentioned temperature control in University buildings, with 

rooms being kept either too hot or too cold depending on location.  
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6. Students want a variety of affordable food and snack options 
available on campus. 
o 14% of respondents raised the cost of food on campus and the available food 

options as an issue. 
o More variety in food options (such as Asian food) and food suited for special diets 

(halal, gluten-free, vegetarian, etc.) were requested often. 
 
 

7. More support for students’ networking and communities is 
required to build the Westminster community.  
o 5% of responses discussed social life: this included requests for more social 

events, and students also lamented the lack of community or belonging they feel at 
Westminster. 
 
 

8. The Halls experience needs improving. 
o Students living in Halls of Residence voiced serious issues they’ve experienced, 

from inappropriate staff behaviour (such as security filming them) to faults and 
other issues with living conditions, and mental health problems caused by these 
issues. 
 

 
9. The Students’ Union needs to communicate its different functions 

and activities to students and consider that some students know 
nothing about the SU. 
o 8% of responses concerned the Students’ Union, with respondents discussing the 

outlets, activities and events.  
o Many requested more communications about the SU, but the issues they brought 

up about other SU services also point to a need for more clarity about how the SU 
works, such as lack of awareness of how societies can be started by any 
Westminster student or how one can become a Sabbatical Officer. 
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